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Our own belief- argued at greater length in [5] - is that direct
manipulation and programming need not be viewed as disparate
design strategies, locked in an inevitable struggle for the
hearts and minds of users. Rather, direct manipulation
techniques and elements of interactive programming
environments are capable of symbiotic combination, the
strengths of each supporting the lacunae in the other. Briefly,
direct manipulation techniques excel at supporting those
activities most easily achieved by hand-eye coordination, and
associated with those commonsense or qualitative judgments
searching for
that appear most difficult to formalize:
interesting patterns among data, arranging a scrcenful of
simulable objects in "pleasing" fashion, identifying a region
of interest in a graph. tuning a simulation parameter until the
numerical model behaves in a "novel" way. Conversely,
programming languages are best at building repeatable,
editable, formal representations of complex phenomena:
specifying the myriad parameters of a customized random walk,
representing the behavior of a nonlinear oscillator. performing
graph-theoretic analysis of a chemical mechanism.

ABSTRACT
Creating computational environments for scientists presents
an unusual challenge to software designers. Computational
scientists have the skills and motivation to explore models via
programming, yet also have highly-developed qualitative
visual skills (e.g., interpretation of plots). Unfortunately,
software designers have traditionally considered programming
and point-and-click interfaces to be mutually exclusive. We
propose instead that the most expressive computational
environments for scientists are those in which programming
and direct manipulation are both present, each supplementing
the other. We present several broad themes of interfacelanguage integration. illustrating them with three prototype
applications that we arc developing to support specific
research areas of computational science; and we extend these
themes into promising paths for future exploration.
KEYWORDS:
interactive programming environments,
computational science, programmable applications. direct
manipulation.
INTRODUCTION
That computers have revolutionized scientific practice has
become something of a truism. Chemical synthesis is now
routinely performed with the aid of powerful graphics
workstations; complex simulations are used to investigate
ecosystems, animal behavior, galaxy formation, molecular
collisions, and indeed an almost uncountable number of
phenomena of interest to scientists. Perhaps in no other broad
field of human endeavor can it be said that the advent of
computers has been so pervasive, or so triumphantly
productive.

The examples mentioned in the previous paragraph focus on
scientific practice for a good reason: scientific computation is,
we believe, an arena in which the combination of direct
manipulation and programming techniques should prove
especially fruitful. First, unlike many other domains in which
users arc often presumed (we believe unfairly) to adopt a posture
of computerphobia, the scientist is typically portrayed as a
person willing to use programming to create and investigate
formal models. Thus, whereas for many domains direct
manipulation is implicitly presented as the next-best-thing to
programming, software designers cannot provide scientists
with less powerful media simply by arguing that such media
will relieve the scientist of the burden of working with formal
notation. On the other hand, we needn't move to the other
extreme of providing scientists only with programming
environments; scientific practice is rife with just the sort of
visual, qualitative, highly contextualized judgments for which
direct manipulation provides the ideal support.

Nonetheless, in creating computational tools for scientists,
software designers face a variety of provocative challenges. In
the past decade, much of the most visible work in humancomputer interaction has focused on the provision of interfaces
geared either toward novices ("walk-up-and-usc" systems), or
on professional systems aimed at confirmed nonprogrammcrs.
In this tradition of work, the provision of a direct manipulation
interface [8,14] is typically seen as a corollary to the
elimination of a programming environment; indeed, the former
is often presented as a means of subsuming the functionality of
the latter.
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This paper addresses the design of software environments for
computational science environments that interweave
techniques of direct manipulation with tools provided by
interactive programming languages. We will address several
themes of "interface-language integration" that we feel will
become recurrent (if not central) issues in the ongoing design
of computational systems for scientists. In presenting these
themes, we will use several working prototype systems
developed in our laboratory as a source of examples: these
systems, all based on the Scheme dialect of Lisp, are scientific
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Figure 1. A view of the SchemeSprings screen in the course of a simulation of a two-mass coupled oscillator system. The various
windows are explained in the text; the three menu titles visible at right at the top of the screen are specific to SchemeSprings, while
the four textual titles at left are standard within the MacScheme system.
with running simulations. Finally, the transcript window
allows the user access to a MacScheme interpreter that has been
"enriched" with a variety of special-purpose function:; and
objects for working with oscillator systems.

applications geared toward the domains of oscillators,
chemical kinetics, and diffusion-limited aggregation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in the
second section we briefly present the three experimental
systems and their core functionality, while the third section
describes major themes of interface-language integration,
illustrating these themes with specific examples drawn from
our applications. The fourth section discusses related work in
scientific computation, and brietly contrasts the themes of this
paper with those issues generally associated with "scientific
visualization". We conclude by outlining those avenues that
we feel arc! especially promising for future work in the creation
of truly expressive environments for scientific computation.

Figure I depicts a typical SchemeSprings scenario. Here, the
user has placed two "wall objects" on either end of a syst,~m of
two "mass objects" linked by three springs. In this manner,
relatively straightforward simulations of linear oscillator
systems may be constructed simply by choosing objects from
the Parts window (stationary walls, linear springs, and
constant masses); these simulations may then be run (m:ing a
fourth-order Runge Kutta integrator) and numerical results of
various types plotted in the Graphs window. On the other
hand, by using the SchemeSprings language, it is relatively
straightforward to create more elaborate customized
simulations. For example, suppose that we wish to crc!ate a
spring whose restoring force is nonlinear: in this instan:e we
can use a built-in SchemeSprings procedure named make-puredifference-spring. This procedure takes as arguments a "r..atural
length" for the spring and a procedure which, when called on
the difference between the spring's current and natural :iength
returns a value for the magnitude of the spring's restoring force.
Thus, to create a spring object whose natural length is 10 and
whose restoring force is dictated by a fifth-order polynomial,
we could write the following SchemeSprings expression:

LANGUAGE-BASED
APPLICATIONS
FOR
SCIENTIFIC
COMPUTATION:
THREE
PROTOTYPE SYSTEMS
This section describes, in outline form, our three prototype
applications. In each case, the description is necessarily
abbreviated, focusing on overall structure; in the remainder of
the paper we will elaborate upon these descriptions with
additional examples of the various systems' behaviors.
SchemeSprings
SchemeSprings is an application for creating and simulating
complex systems of coupled oscillators. The application is
written in MacScheme [S4] and runs on all color Macintosh
computers. Figure I shows the SchemeSprings screen in the
course of a scenario. The Simulations window is the window in
which simulations are constructed by placing icons for "walls,"
"masses," and "springs" at appropriate positions; the Parts
window is a palette from which these objects are chosen (it also
includes, at right, icons for selecting, moving, and querying
particular objects); the Graphs window displays numerical
graphs of running simulations; and the Controls window offers
programmable buttons and sliders that allow users to interact

(define *fifth-order-spring*
(make-pure-difference-spring 10
(lambda (difference)
(+ (* -0.0005 (expt difference 5))
(* 0.008 (expt difference 3))
(* 2 difference)))))

This spring object could now be incorporated (via language
expressions) into simulations of the sort shown in Figure 1; by
similar means it is possible to make springs whose re~.toring
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two reactions above would be modeled by an
equation of the form:

Slmuletlor.

d[B]/dt = k [A][A]
Here, the rate of production of species 8 (due to
the first reaction) is a constant (the so-called rate
constant) k times the square of the concentration
of A; in physical terms, we are stipulating that
the first reaction will produce new molecules of B
for some constant proportion of collision events
between two molecules of A [I 0].
It is not hard to imagine that the behavior of
large systems of such ordinary nonlinear
differential equations can become, in principle,
quite complex. Indeed, models of this form augmented by additions such as external
"sources" of reactants - have been used to
explain the behavior of a variety of oscillating
and even chaotic chemical reactions [11,13].
Thus, the SchemeReactions user is capable of
creating and simulating extremely complex
mechanisms.
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Figure 2. The SchemcReactions system. Here the user has entered a simple twostep reaction sequence as the mechanism to simulate; this is shown graphically in
the Mechanisms window at bottom left (the mechanism has been arranged on the
screen by employing the "hand" icon in the Ops window). Subsequently, the
mechanism has been simulated and the growing concentration of species C
plotted in the Graphs window.
force depends on time, or varies randomly over a specified
range, among innumerable other possibilities. Likewise, it is
possible to create masses whose mass varies as a function of
time or position; global forces (such as gravity) that vary in
some systematic way (e.g., one could create a sinusoidally
varying gravitational force); and many other customizations.

Predla

Diffusion-limited aggregation (DLA) is a
technique for the exploration of aggregation
processes, and is used to model such phenomena
as clectrodeposition and crystal growth [12, 15,
17]. The basic model is simple in concept:
particles diffuse randomly through a medium and stick
irreversibly to a growing cluster. Computationally, this is
represented by placing a seed particle at the origin and then
allowing single particles, released one at a time, to perform a
random walk until they arc adjacent to the cluster and thus stick
to it. Numerous variations on this model exist - in types of

Scheme Reactions
SchemeReactions is an application
for simulation of chemical reaction
mechanisms.
The fundamental
activity in this sort of simulation is
the creation of systems of so-called
"elementary steps" (usually assumed
to represent molecular collisions or
rearrangements) whose combination
gives rise to larger-scale observed
chemical reactions. Thus, to take a
particular example, the system of
elementary reactions
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might be proposed as a model for the
overall observed laboratory reaction
2A --> C. In general, modeling of
elementary steps employs what is
known as "mass action kinetics,"
meaning that each elementary
reaction corresponds to an ordinary
differential equation whose terms arc
derived in a straightforward fashion
from the reactants and products of the
individual step; thus, the first of the
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Figure 3. A view of the PREDLA screen, illustrating selection of part of a cluster, a plot that
changes with the size of the cluster, and a dialog box for "re-playing" the growth of the
cluster.
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particles, constraints on walking and sticking, and so on.
PREDLA (Programmable Research Environment for DiffusionLimited Aggregation, shown in Figure 3). provides support for
the interactive construction and execution of such DLA
simulations, and analysis of the resulting clusters.
Simulations can be constructed from pre-existing sample data
structures (e.g .. particles, lattices) and functions (e.g., random
walks, sticking functions); alternatively the user can modify
these elem~nts or add new ones. The clusters produced by
running simulations can be displayed (either in their final
states or earlier ones); and interesting numerical properties of
the clusters may be plotted.

INTEGRATING DIRECT MANIPULATION AND
PROGRAMMING IN SCIENTIFIC COMPUTATION:
THEMES FOR DESIGN
In this section, we explore several major themes that we
believe are important for the development of language-based
applications for scientists, using our three prototype
applications as sources of examples.
Linking
Language
Elements
to
Direct
Manipulation Operations
Perhaps the most straightforward means of integrating direct
manipulation and programming is to endow direct
manipulation tools - buttons, sliders, and so forth - with the
capability of executing user-written procedures. This sort of
functionality is a staple of interface-building tools such as
HyperCard [S I]; but for our purposes, the crucial point is that
in order to 'Je of use to computational scientists, such interfacebuilding tools must be accompanied by languages rich enough
to accommodate powerful domain-specific constructs. For
example, in the SchemeSprings system, it is possible to create
a cubic nonlinear spring for which the cubic term is determined
by the value of a global variable *cubic-constant*:
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Figure 4. A simulation is performed while the slider is used to
"tune" the value of a spring's cubic coefficient (the irregular
oscillation of the mass at the end of this spring, shown in the
Graphs window at bottom, is a result of varying the coefficient
as the simulation proceeds).
spring will thus vary from 0 to 0.4).1 Figure 4 illustrate;; the
continuation of this scenario. Once the simulation is run, the
user can now move the slider back and forth, effectively
"tuning" the spring's nonlinear term. Again, the point of this
example is not merely to suggest that interface-building kits
arc useful to scientists; rather, it is only by combining those
kits with constructs such as make-pure-differencespring (i.e., language constructs geared toward particular
scientific domains) that the power of such kits can be rea:Jized
in full.

(define *cubic-spring*
(make-pure-difference-spring
10
(lambda (diff)
(+ (* *cubic-constant* diff diff diff)
(* 2 diff)))))

Here. the linear term in the spring is unchanging. while the
cubic term depends on the particular value of the global
variable. Now. by linking the value of the slider in the
Controls window in SchemeSprings to the value of *cubicconstant*. we can create a simulation in which the
nonlinearity of the spring being simulated is directly under the
user's control. The expression for performing this linkage
would be written as follows:
(set-slider--procedures!
(lambda (val)
(set! *cubic-constant*
(lambda (val) '()))

(* 0.04 val)))

Brietly, the intent of this expression is to link a procedure to
the movement of the Controls panel slider; when the slider is
moved, the value of *cubic-constant* is set to a value
determined by the product of 0.04 and the slider value (since the
slider value ranges from 0 to I 0, the cubic coefficient of the
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Figure 5. The user has selected the mass icon. When placed the
object will have a mass of 2 units, and will be accessible bv the
name *ml * in the interpreter.
Going a bit further with this notion, we can in fact augment
standard direct manipulation constructs with richer languagerelated behavior than is usually seen in interface-building kits.
The SchemeSprings Parts window (see Figure 5), for instance,
includes elements for placing new walls, springs, and ma:;ses;
and the icons for these elements are accompanied by boxes in
which the user can type in not only important values for these
1The second argument in the Scheme expression is a procedure
to be called when the slider is released; in this case. that second
procedure simply returns an empty list and thus has no effect on
the simulation.

parts (e.g., the natural length of a spring) but additionally can
type in the name by which the system's language will
henceforth refer to the object. Thus, Figure 5 shows the user
selecting the mass icon: she may now place this mass on the
screen (using the mouse to dictate position) at which point it
will have a mass of 2 and a name *ml *. The key point of this
example is not so much technical as attitudinal: here. a direct
manipulation construct is seen not as a device for hiding
programming concepts as it is for accompanying those
concepts. The name *ml * in our example is of usc only if the
scientist chooses to employ the system's language to refer to
the newly-placed object; as designers of scientific
environments, we therefore assume that the interface should be
tightly coupled to the user's employment of (and familiarity
with) the system's language elements.
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and Graphs
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Figure 6. A simulation in which a trapezoidal "alarm polygon"
has been drawn by hand on the graph. When the simulation
plot enters the polygon, some user-defined action is taken.

Simulations,

A second broad theme by which language and interface may
interact involves the visual specification. by the user, of
"interesting" elements of simulations: clements chosen from
the pictorial representation of a model to be simulated, from
the pictorial results of the simulation itself, or from a
numerical plot.

In the course of the simulation, every point plotted within the
alarm region causes the system to print out the stipulated alarm
message:
>>> (do-n-steps-pos-time *gl* *ml* 200)
ALARM!
ALARM!
ALARM!
ALARM!
ALARM!
ALARM!
done

In both the SchemeSprings and SchemeRcactions systems,
straightforward means arc available for interacting visually
with structural models - the arrangement of masses and
springs in the former case, the graphical representation of the
mechanism in the latter. A "selection" facility (represented by
an arrow icon in both applications) may be used to select
individual simulation elements (e.g .. a mass or wall in
SchcmeSprings; a set of reactants or products in
SchemeRcactions); performing such a selection automatically
assigns a default name to the selected entity (e.g., * 1 as t s e 1 e c ted- r e a c t ion- o b j e c t * in the case of
SchemcReactions ).

In addition to "visual" interaction with graphs and structural
models. it is potentially useful to interact with the actual
results of simulations. In PREDLA. the cluster resulting from a
simulation is not simply a bitmap, but is rather a graphical
depiction of an underlying (and user-accessible) data structure.
Selecting a particle or group of particles with the mouse is thus
equivalent to selecting part of this data structure, and the
selected clement may be passed as an argument to a userspecified function. Figure 7 illustrates the idea: here, a
researcher selects a branch of a DLA cluster by clicking on a
particle on the trunk of that branch. This mouse action in turn
is linked to a user-specified function which in this example
traces the cluster out to the tips. In the figure, the effect of this
function is to highlight the selected particles, but other
straightforward effects could include (e.g.) storing the particles
in a data structure and analyzing the resulting "subtree."

A somewhat more interesting example of integrating
programming constructs with visual interaction is the notion
of adding "advice" to regions of graphs. implemented in the
SchemeSprings system. This facility allows the user to sketch
out, by eye, "regions of special attention" on graphs: the idea
is that the user might intend a region of the simulation graph to
be associated with a particular program behavior (that is, if the
simulation ever causes points to be plotted within that region,
then some action should be taken by the program at that time).
Suppose, for instance, that the user has set up a simulation of a
spring/mass system, and feels that if the mass ever attains an
x-coordinate less than -10 or so, the program should signal an
alarm condition (in the simplest case. by printing the word
"ALARM" on the transcript window). In this case the user can
add an "advice procedure'' to the graph by using the following
expression (here, the graph and the "advice procedure" are
arguments to the primitive add-read-in-advice-polygon-

Qualitative/Symbolic Programming Constructs
In the previous examples. the particular programming
constructs employed were in some sense ''standard" numerical
elements of scientific computation - e.g., procedures for
constructing nonlinear springs, for plotting numerical results.
and so forth. Scientific computation, however, may also
profitably incorporate symbolic constructs; and these too may
interact in creative ways with direct manipulation operations.
As a brief example of this notion, we might consider the
following simple reaction mechanism as constructed in the
SchemeReactions system:

to-graph!):
(add-read-in-advice-polygon-to-graph!
*gl* (lambda (val g) (display "ALARM!")))

The user is now prompted to draw a polygon on the Graphs
window; he responds by producing the trapezoidal region seen
in Figure 6; note that as the simulation proceeds, the mass does
indeed enter the "alarm region".

2A <--> B <--> C
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explore what would happen if a particular reaction were dropped
from the ·current mechanism: this can be accomplished via
direct manipulation (using the "Del" choice, for "delete", from
the Ops window shown in Figure 2). The scientist selects the
tip of the reaction arrow that he wishes to delete in the
Mechanisms window, and the new (smaller) mechanism is
redisplayed. Thus, if the deleted reaction arrow corresponds to
the reaction B--> C, then the new mechanism would be written
as:
2A <--> B <-- C
Now, the program's analysis is different than before:
Deficiency: 0
Weakly Reve.rsible? : #f
Rule 2.3: If the deficiency of the mechanism
is 0, and the mechanism is not weakly
reversible, then the mechanism cannot
reach equilibrium at positive
concentrations of all species.

Cluster Siz~1 , ·.
.

RELATED WORK; FUTURE DIRECTIONS
There are a number of systems available to computational
scie.ntists for simulation and data analysis. Programming
environments such as Mathematica [S5], MATLAB [S6], and
IDL (Interactive Data Language) [S2] provide powerful built-in
functionality and sophisticated graphical presentations; while
visualization tools such as LinkWinds [9]. A YS ( 16], and apE
[2] are geared specifically for image display, and moreover
have significant features for composing data analvsis
functions.
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Figure 7. A DLA cluster (displayed in PREDLA). The user
clicked on a particle in the cluster. In this example, she
linked mouse selection to a function which traces out to
tips of the cluster, and thus all the particles in the branch
highlighted.
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It is not hard for a chemist to look at such a reaction system and
determine, merely by the qualitative structure of the
mechanism. that (under normal assumptions of kinetics) this
system must reach a unique equilibrium state determined by the
initial concentrations of A, B. and C. The SchcmcReactions
system in fact incorporates a variety of graph-theoretic
constructs that arc useful for determining whether certain
mechanisms- such as the one above- will necessarily reach
an equilibrium state. (These constructs incorporate ideas
articulated by Feinberg and his colleagues [6]; cf. also the
description of similar constructs in the Kineticist's Workbench
program [3,4].) Thus, once the user has constructed the
mechanism above, he may perform a graphical analysis upon
it; a portion of the program's response is shown below:
Deficiency: rJ
Weakly Reversible? :#t
Rule 2.1: If the deficiency of the mechanism
is 0 and the mechanism is weakly
reversible, then the mechanism must
reach equilibrium at positive (nonzero) concentrations of all species.

Loosely, the "deficiency" of the mechanism is a graphtheoretic quantity indicating, in certain cases, whether this
mechanism is a ''simple" or "typical" one (i.e., a "zerodeficiency" mechanism, as in the present case). The program's
analysis has thus informed the scientist that this mechanism
must necessarily reach equilibrium with positive
concentrations of all species. The scientist might now wish to

All of these popular systems are both useful and powerful; but
arguably they have not proceeded very far towards the sort of
techniques discussed in the previous section.
Mathematica,
perhaps the most widely known, supports the construction of
"transcripts," which can contain executable Mathema:ica
statements as well as pictures and text. While these transcripts
are quite useful (especially for presentations and tutorials), they
do not support an especially tight integration between di'ect
manipulation techniques and the Mathematica language. In
contrast, IDL has roughly the same support for interaction as
the versions of Scheme we are using in our prototypes namely. the ability to construct interface tools and harcdle
interaction events. But IDL, like Mathematica, is conceived as
a general-purpose environment. Although it would be poss.ible
to create domain-specific applications within IDL (much as we
have done in Scheme), realizing the techniques of
language/interface integration for specific domains would pose
much the same challenge in IDL as it does in Scheme.
It should also be mentioned that the techniques that we have
focused on in this paper are distinct from those often associated
with the field of "scientific visualization." Typically,
"visualization" implies creative or dynamic rendering of data
pro?uced within (relatively standard) programming
environments. In contrast, our concerns focus upon the
enhancement of the computational environments themselves;
and our systems focus on supporting interaction with data both
during and after the simulation process.
As to future work, we see two important directions for
development: the first involves the use of qualitative or
"visual" primitives to catalog and retrieve scientific data; the
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Integrating
Elements

second involves the integration of textual and visual elements
within scientific programming languages. In the remainder of
this section, we outline each of these directions in turn.

Qualitative

Consider, for instance, the case of a scientist who happens to
produce a DLA cluster like that shown in Figure 7 earlier. It
would not be improbable for the scientist to compare this
cluster, mentally, with the results of earlier simulations; and
the nature of this comparison might well proceed in terms that
intermingle both numerical results (the fractal dimension of the
cluster, the statistical distribution of types of branches, and so
forth) with qualitative or visual aspects of the simulation (how
"spread out" the cluster appears, patterns of distinct colors that
appear among the cluster particles, or even perhaps how
unexpected or unusual the results of the simulation happened to
be). It would be desirable, then, to enable computational
environments for scientists to employ both numerical and
qualitative concepts in the process of analyzing, annotating,
and retrieving results; in effect, the argument is that we would
like to maintain "qualitative/quantitative databases" within our
applications. As with standard database systems, it should be
possible for users to write procedures that access the databases
according to possibly complex patterns - but in this case, the
relevant patterns would employ both qualitative and numerical
constructs. In principle, then, it should be possible for the
scientist to ask the system to retrieve (e.g.) all DLA clusters
that "remind" the program of some particular target, and for the
program to employ a variety of dimensions along which the
''reminding" can take place.
Conceivably, qualitative information can be derived by a
program using techniques similar to those employed in
machine vision (cf. the fascinating work of Yip, whose KAM
program [ 18] makes use of visual primitives to direct the
autonomous exploration of Hamiltonian systems); thus, the
program might in fact translate notions such as "the spread out
nature of a DLA cluster" into algorithmic or numerical terms
(cf. [1]).
The program would then use these internal
representations of qualitative concepts to direct its database
search. Quite plausibly, the system might also make use of
symbolic annotations directly requested of the scientist (e.g.,
how unusual or interesting this example might be). In either
event, this type of extended database usage could make
effective use of both direct manipulation and programming
constructs: to take a hypothetical scenario, we might imagine
that the scientist could select a region of a DLA cluster by eye
and ask the system to retrieve all previously generated DLA
clusters within a certain class that (in effect) "look like" the
selected region.

and

Textual

Language

Our current environments employ "domain-enriched"
languages; but these languages (based upon "standard" Scheme
dialects) are, admittedly, text-based. It would be worthwhile to
explore the use of visual, manipulable objects as program
elements. For example, we could imagine a new version of
PREDLA in which some of the data structures and function
names are pictures; these pictures would be but reduced-yetrecognizable versions of (e.g.) portions of the growing cluster
visible on the screen, and would be linked to the same data
structures. Pictorial elements of clusters, in this scenario,
might be selected by mouse on the screen, and "dropped" into
the textual body of a written program.

databases

The discussion in Section 3.3 above suggests means by which
symbolic and numerical computation may be linked in
environments for scientific computation - and likewise
emphasized the notion that this integration was further
encouraged by the philosophy of linking direct manipulation
and programming. That particular example was, however,
rather limited in scope, focusing only on the manner in which
computation over graphical data structures could enhance the
interpretation of numerical results. A more ambitious (and
perhaps more promising) prospect would take into account the
often unacknowledged styles of qualitative reasoning that
pervade scientific research.

Visual

Even in this scenario, the basic structure of the program is still
text-based; we could carry this idea further by representing
(say) the control flow of a program via spatial or pictorial
means, as is often done in visual programming language
environments [7] (cf. also LabVIEW [S3]). Our own feeling is
that graphical representations should not be employed to the
exclusion of text; rather, pictures and text - like direct
manipulation and programming - have distinct. strengths that
are capable of complementing one another.
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